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Abstract. The elastic and transition electromagnetic form factors of mesons
are investigated within a light-front constituent quark model. The general for-
mulae for the space-like matrix elements of the one-body component of the
electromagnetic current, including both Dirac and Pauli form factors of the
constituent quarks, are presented. Our results for the pion charge form fac-
tor and the  transition form factor are reported and compared with those
obtained within various relativistic approaches in a range of values of the four-
momentum transfer accessible to CEBAF .
The investigation of elastic and transition electromagnetic (e.m.) form factors
of mesons has recently received a renewed interest, because measurements of
the pion and kaon charge form factors, as well as of the electroproduction
cross section of vector mesons o the nucleon, are planned at CEBAF [1].
The aim of this contribution is to address the calculation of meson e.m. form
factors, adopting the constituent quark (CQ) model for the description of the
meson structure and the Hamiltonian light-front formalism [2] for a Poincare-
covariant treatment of the CQ degrees of freedom. For space-like values of the
four-momentum transfer, all the relevant formulae needed for the calculation of
the matrix elements of the one-body component of the e.m. current, including
both Dirac and Pauli form factors for the CQ's, will be presented. Moreover,
the results of our calculations of the pion charge form factor and of the 
transition form factor will be reported and compared with those obtained from
various relativistic approaches at momentum transfers accessible to CEBAF .
As is well known (cf. [2]), the light-front formalism allows an exact sepa-
ration in momentum space between the center of mass and intrisic wave func-
tions; therefore, in what follows, we will focus on the intrisic part of the meson
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the usual spherical harmonics and w
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sentation of the generalized Melosh rotation [3] reads as follows
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Pauli matrices. De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3The one-body component of the e.m. current operator is given by
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=  q  q is the squared four-momentum transfer; F
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magnetic moment of the CQ). Within the light-front formalism, all the space-
like invariant form factors of a hadron can be determined using only the matrix
elements of the plus component I
+
of the e.m. current operator, evaluated in
a frame where q
+
= 0; the latter choice allows to suppress the contribution of
the pair creation from the vacuum [4]. Thus, using Eqs. (1-5) and performing
simple traces involving Pauli matrices, one gets
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j = q. Eqs. (6-8) represent our nal result, since in terms of them any elastic
or transition form factor involving mesons can be calculated. As a matter of
fact, we have applied Eqs. (6-8) to the calculation of the elastic form factors
of pseudoscalar [5] and vector [6] mesons, as well as of the  and ! [7]
transition form factors. In what follows we will focus on the charge form factor
of the pion, F

(Q
2
), and on the form factor corresponding to the radiative
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4where F
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1(2)
are the isoscalar and isovector parts of the u and d CQ
form factors, given by F
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)] and F
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). Eqs. (9-10) have been calculated adopting the eigen-
functions of a light-front mass operator, constructed from the eective qq
Hamiltonian of Ref. [8] and using a simple parametrization for the CQ form
factors (see, for more details, [7]). In Fig. 1 the results of our calculations are
reported and compared with the predictions of a simple Vector Meson Domi-
nance (VMD) model (i.e., F
VMD
(Q
2
) = 1=(1 + Q
2
=M
2

), with M

being the
-meson mass), the results of the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) approach of Refs. [9, 10]
and those obtained in Refs. [11, 12] using QCD sum rule techniques. It can be
seen that the dierences among the theoretical calculations of the pion form
factor are quite small, so that the existing pion data do not discriminate among
various models of the pion structure. On the contrary, the dierences among
various relativistic calculations of the  transition form factor are quite size-
able at Q
2
> 1 (GeV=c)
2
; therefore, the measurement of F

(Q
2
) could help in
discriminating among various models of the meson structure.
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Figure 1. a) The elastic form factor of the pion (Eq. (9)), times Q
2
, vs. Q
2
. Our
results, obtained using for w

000
the wave function of Ref. [8] and considering the CQ
form factors of Ref. [7], are represented by the solid line. The dotted, dot-dashed and
dashed lines correspond to the predictions of a simple V MD model (-meson pole
only), the BS approach of Ref. [9] and the QCD sum rule technique of Ref. [11],
respectively. b) The form factor of the radiative transition 
+


  > 
+
(Eq. (10)),
times Q
4
, vs. Q
2
. The solid line correspond to our results, obtained using for w

000
and w

011
the wave functions of Ref. [8] and considering the same CQ form factors as
in (a). The dotted, dot-dashed and dashed lines correspond to the predictions of a
simple V MD model (-meson pole only), the BS approach of Ref. [10] and the QCD
sum rule technique of Ref. [12], respectively. (After Ref. [7]).
In conclusion, the elastic and transition electromagnetic form factors of
mesons have been investigated within a light-front constituent quark model.
5All the relevant formulae needed for the calculation of the space-like matrix
elements of the one-body component of the electromagnetic current, includ-
ing both Dirac and Pauli form factors of the constituent quarks, have been
presented. Our results obtained for the pion charge form factor and the 
transition form factor have been compared with those resulting from various
relativistic approaches, showing that the measurements of meson form factors
planned at CEBAF could help in discriminating among dierent models of
the meson structure.
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